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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
Anvil Denarius provides real-time trade capture and execution, risk management, position tracking, P&L, internal order management, external
exchange/broker order managment, and reporting for a wide spectrum of asset types: fixed income, equities, F/X, money markets, and derivatives.
Anvil ARTS is the world-leading system for real-time repo, securities finance and managed lending, offering the most comprehensive coverage of
every aspect of this complex business, including position tracking, trading, credit and margin management, and electronic exchange interfacing. Our
Anvil Consulting division provides our clients with expertise that spans both technical and business skills. We will help you with any system
specification, analysis, design, implementation and deployment. Our track-record in consulting is impeccable, with many significant projects to
demonstrate our unique competence. Anvil ARMS is a real-time web-based Interest Rate Risk Monitoring System. It provides you with accurate
interest rate risk measurement values, including aggregation of risk across multiple trading entities. Anvil Carry gives you precise information about
carry costs, allowing precise allocation of costs to originating position holders, and ensuring that trading P&L factors in the oft-ignored but all important
element that is carry. Precise carry information leads directly to more informed trading and thus greater profitability. Anvil Order Management is the
bridge from your trading systems to the electronic markets. Anvil Order Management links with your existing systems, or with Anvil Denarius and Anvil
ARTS to give direct access to multiple electronic markets. This means you have access to maximum liquidity at best prices; you are not constrained by
your systems to dealing in just one market. With Anvil Order Management you can achieve STP from trade idea to trade completion.
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